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Subzone Summary
Very Dry Warm Interior Cedar - Hemlock Subzone
Location: The ICHxw is present from mid slope to valley floors in the Pend
d’Oreille Valley and on western and southern exposures and valley floors from
Boswell to Kitchener (east of Creston). This subzone has limited Occurrence in
British Columbia and occurs more extensively in northeast Washington and
northern Idaho.
Elevation range: 450 to 1100 m
Climate26: The ICHxw is located in the Moist Climatic Region; very hot, dry
summers and very mild winters with very light snowfall. The ICHxw has less
precipitation, warmer summers, and more growing degree days than the ICHdw.
Soils dry out for long to insignificant time periods in late summer. Snowpacks are
very shallow and of very short duration, but the soils generally do not freeze
because of the mild climate. Moisture is one of the major limitations to tree
growth.
Soils, geology, and landforms: Common rock types in the Selkirk mountains of
the ICHxw include quartzite, argillite, limestone, phyllite, granite, and syenite.
Rock types in the Purcell mountain areas of the subzone include quartzite,
argillite, siltstone, granodiorite, and quartz diorite. Glaciofluvial soils with sandy
to silty textures occur on lower and level slope positions. Morainal soils with
loamy, sandy, or clayey textures cover lower to upper slope positions. Some
morainal soils are calcareous. Steep, upper slope positions have colluvial soils
with sandy rubbly textures. Loess cappings with silty textures are common in this
subzone.
Zonal vegetation: Climax zonal sites are characterized by closed canopy stands
of Fd and Py, with sporadic regeneration of Cw, Hw, and Bg. Common snowberry,
ocean-spray, mock-orange, saskatoon, hazelnut, and baldhip rose are common
shrubs. Fairybells and twinflower are the dominant herbs.
Drier sites of the ICHxw have open stands of Fd, Py, and Pl with redstem
ceanothus, tall Oregon-grape, birch-leaved spirea, saskatoon, common snowberry,
bluebunch wheatgrass, yarrow, pinegrass, and western fescue.
Wetter sites of the ICHxw have forested stands of Lw, Cw, Hw, Fd, Pw, and Bg
with falsebox, devil’s club, western yew, queen’s cup, one-leaved foamflower,
prince’s pine, and twinflower.
Distinguishing the ICHxw from adjacent subzones/variants
In the ICHdw - more Cw and black huckleberry
most sites have: - less common snowberry, ocean-spray, ninebark, and
mock-orange
dry sites have: - less bluebunch wheatgrass
wet sites have: - more five-leaved bramble and oak fern
Forest characteristics: The ICHxw has very few climax stands due to frequent
wildfires. Douglas-fir is the dominant tree species; Py and Lw are also common;
Cw, Bg, and rarely, Hw are found on mesic or wetter sites; Pl and Pw are less
common seral species.
Wildlife habitat: Fire and the abandonment of farm fields, has resulted in extensive
shrub fields and mixed Fd/Py stands. This environment supports a wide diversity of
birds. Maintaining the natural diversity is important to these species. The ICHxw is
very important winter habitat for ungulates, especially white-tailed deer and elk. The
valley floor wetlands at Creston are very important habitat for birds and other
aquatic species. The only known B.C. population of the Coeur d'Alene salamander is
found near Kuskanook.
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Because of a lack of data, no vegetation or environment tables, site series flowchart,
or management interpretation tables are provided. Please refer to the ICHdw
management interpretations and consider the drier climate of the xw.
Values for climatic descriptors given in Appendix 12.
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TABLE 6.1. (Concluded)
a The following subzones and variants are grouped to match the level of information available for the species listed. IDFxh includes data from IDFxh, xw, and
xm; IDFdm includes data from IDFdm and dk; ICHmk includes data from ICHmk and dk; ESSFdk and dc includes data from ESSFdk, dc, and dv; and
ESSFwm, wc, vc includes data from ESSFwm, wc, vc, vv, wv, and wk. The IDFxw, xm, and dk, ICHdk, and ESSFdv, vv, wv, and wk are not found in the
Nelson Forest Region.
b R=red; B=blue; Y=yellow; G=green.
c a=attribute dependent. Species requires old-growth forest attributes such as large dead trees or coarse woody debris (stand level).
d=forest dependent. Species requires intact old-growth forests (landscape level).
d Abundance is indicated by a lower or upper case letter. Common or abundant is an upper case letter. Uncommon, scarce, rare, or casual is a lower case letter.
An upper case letter does not indicate abundance throughout a subzone variant, but nearly always refers to local abundance. However, if a species has a
known abundance in only a small locality in a subzone or variant a lower case letter is used. Seasonality is indicated by a letter code.
P - spring (March-May); S - summer (June -August); A - autumn (September-November); W - winter (December-February); M - migratory (Spring and
Autumn);
Y - yearlong. Some cases do not fit neatly into this scheme. For instance, a species which is known to be migratory, but has on occasion been seen in
December in a particular subzone, would still be listed as M. All entries are based on the provincial wildlife data base prepared by Stevens (1992) for the
Wildlife Interpretation Subgroup.
e Totals refer to the total number of species known to occur in each subzone.

